
Advanced Tee Ball Rules  

These rules supplement the McKinney Baseball & Softball Association Policies and Procedures Affecting All Divisions document. 

1) Field set-up: 
a) The home team will occupy the 1st base dugout; the visiting team the 3rd base dugout. 
b) The recommended distance for the base paths is 50’.  However, if for some reason the bases are not set up at this distance, any other 

reasonable distance as determined by the coaches may be used. 
c) If an arc is chalked on the field in front of home plate, a ball must travel beyond the arc to be considered as a ball in play. 
d) The “outfield” is defined as the grassy area beyond the baselines and extends to the fences on each side of the field.  The area in front of 

the outfield, typically made of dirt or clay, is considered the “infield”.   
2) Equipment: 

a) Each coach is provided regulation tee balls for the game, and these must be used for all games.  These are spongier balls than regular 
baseballs.  Each coach uses his tee balls while his own team is batting. 

b) Light-weight tee-ball bats are highly recommended.  Each coach is provided bats upon request. 
c) Batting helmets are required to be worn by all players on the batting team when batting, running the bases, or standing on-deck waiting 

to hit.  Each coach is provided batting helmets and may request additional helmets as needed. 
d) All teams must wear the MBSA-provided uniform in all league-sanctioned play.  
e) Metal spikes are not allowed. 

3) Gameplay 
a) No score will be kept, no umpires will be present, and no standings will be recorded. 
b) Teams may play with a minimum of 5 players. 
c) The game should end with each team getting the same number of at-bats as close as possible, but trying not to exceed, the 60 minute 

time limit.  Coaches in a 6pm game should be cognizant of the teams waiting to play a 7pm game so as not to force those teams to start 
late. 
i) Games are typically 2 innings at the beginning of the season and 3 or 4 innings later in the season due to improved fielding by the 

players as they learn.   
d) It is important to quickly get the players switched from offense to defense to speed up game play. 
e) Batting: 

i) The home team coach is responsible for providing a batting tee at all games. 
ii) Each batter is allowed a maximum of 5 “pitches”, unless the 5th+ pitch is a foul ball (in which case he/she gets additional “pitches” 

until it is either put in play or it is missed.  A “pitch”, here, is defined as a throw from a coach or a swing at a ball placed on a tee.  If 
the batter is unable to put the ball into play under these conditions, he/she has struck out and will return to the dugout.  The bat 
must make contact with the ball to be considered a foul ball (i.e. hitting the tee alone is considered a swing and miss). 

iii) The coach may choose how many of the 5 “pitches” he will throw to each batter at his own discretion.  Coaches should keep in mind 
that neither the batter nor fielders benefit from a strikeout at this age, and he should wisely choose the number he throws to 
minimize strikeouts.  Coaches are encouraged to follow these guidelines: 
(1) 0 coach pitches, and up to 5 tee swings: for a novice tee ball player unable to hit a coach’s pitches during practice 
(2) 1 coach pitch, and up to 4 tee swings:  not recommended, as it only gives the player one opportunity to time the swing to the 

pitch 
(3) 2 coach pitches, and up to 3 tee swings:  for a relatively inconsistent tee ball player who may still struggle to make contact on 

tee swings 
(4) 3 coach pitches, and up to 2 tee swings:  most typical combination used by successful coaches in the past, it is recommended 

for players who consistently make contact on tee swings 
(5) 4 coach pitches, and up to 1 tee swing:  for advanced hitters who are very unlikely to miss a tee swing 
(6) 5 coach pitches, and 0 tee swings:  not recommended, as it increases the chances of a strikeout and multiple time-wasting foul 

balls from an intermediate hitter 
iv) If the coach is hit with a batted ball, it is a dead ball and a no pitch.  

v) Batters may strikeout, and runners may be tagged out or forced out.  For instance, if a runner overruns 2nd or 3rd base and is tagged 
with the ball by the defensive player, he should be called out. 

vi) If a batter hits the ball into the outfield, the batter and all runners may continue to advance at their own risk until the ball re-enters 
the infield, at which point they may only continue to advance to the base for which they were already headed.   

vii) If a batted ball is not hit into the outfield, runners may only advance one base.   
viii) Tight bases are used, so runners may not lead off or steal bases.  
ix) Each team will bat until 3 outs are made or 5 runs are scored.  
x) If a player arrives late, he/she should be added to the bottom of the batting order. 

f) Fielding: 
i) All players will play the field (none will sit on the bench).   
ii) A 5-player infield must be used: pitcher, 1st baseman, 2nd baseman, shortstop, and 3rd baseman.  There is no catcher, nor is there a 

‘rover’. 
iii) All players who are not playing an infield position must be positioned in the outfield until the ball is hit.  



iv) Runners may only advance another base on a hit, and not as a result of an errant throw by the defensive team.  The defensive team 
is encouraged to throw to the proper base and make a play on the runners since there is no downside because advancing on an 
overthrow is not allowed. 

g) Coaches: 
i) 4 Offensive coaches allowed:  At most, the offensive team is allowed a 1st base coach, 3rd base coach, a coach working with the 

batter, and the coach-pitcher. 
ii) 3 Defensive coaches allowed:  At most, the defensive team is allowed three coaches positioned on the field where necessary, but no 

more than one should ever be positioned inside the baselines.  Coaches should never touch a ball while still in play. 
iii) Stools and buckets must be kept in the dugout and not on the field. 
iv) Dugout coaches are allowed and recommended to keep the players behaving, maintain the batting order, and keep the game 

moving quickly. 
v) Umpires are not provided by the league, and coaches are expected to follow all rules and manage the game.  The Offensive coaches 

act as the umpires—making safe/out calls on the bases and keeping track of outs and runs for the half-inning. 
vi) To maintain the integrity of the league, as well as consistency and fairness for all children, Coaches are expected to follow all MBSA 

rules (e.g. no gentlemen's agreements before the game).  Discipline may result if rules are purposely and/or repeatedly disobeyed. 
h) Miscellaneous: 

i) Blood rule: Any player with visible bleeding or blood on clothing must leave the game until you are able to stop the bleeding, change 
clothing, or cover blood. Free substitutions apply. If the player at bat comes up, you will skip the player with no ‘automatic out’ 
called. 

ii) Jewelry:  Players are NOT allowed to wear metal jewelry.  The rope/non-metal jewelry is allowed to be worn during MBSA games. 
iii) No Show Rule: Any team that does not give a 24-hour notice of not being able to show up for their scheduled game will have to pay 

a fine of $100.00. The MBSA Board of Directors will decide to waive the fine due to extenuating circumstances on a case by case 
basis. If a team gives notice, and the game is subsequently rescheduled for any reason, such as rainout, the team will not be charged 
a forfeit, if they play the rescheduled game. 

iv) No Contact Rule:  If a player running the bases initiates contact with a defensive player and it is deemed to be intentional, his 
behavior should be corrected by his coach.  


